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It is shown that, subject to certain relations between the parameters, the singularities in the 
thermodynamic quantities at a second-order tran~ition point in a binary alloy, at which there 
is a change in the crystal symmetry, are of 1he same type as in the Ising model, for which a 
number of results are known from computer calculations. Arguments are presented to show 
that subsequent terms do not alter these results. A phase transition in a Bose gas is found 
to be equivalent to a transition in a lattice of plane dipoles. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE thermodynamic theory of phase transitions 
of second order[t] is based on the possibility of 
expanding the thermodynamic potential near the 
transition point T = Tc in a series of powers of 
T- Tc and of the ordering parameter 1]. However, 
as pointed out in [t,2J, it is not clear whether such 
an expansion is possible, and there is every reason 
to expect that the thermodynamic potential may, 
as a function of temperature, have a singularity at 
T = Tc. Such a singularity occurs, for example, at 
the phase transition in an Ising lattice; for the two
dimensional lattice this is known from Onsager's 
analytic solution [t,aJ, and in the three-dimensional 
case this is suggested by computer calculations. [ 4] 

In some real systems such a singularity seems to 
be observed experimentally. [ 5] 

In the present paper second-order phase transi
tions in binary alloys with changes of crystal sym
metry, and in a Bose gas, are studied statistically. 
Under certain assumptions about the interaction 
constants it is shown that the singular parts of the 
thermodynamic quantities are of the same form as 
in the Ising model or its generalizations. These 
models can easily be investigated on a computer. 
Thus a number of results are already available for 
the three-dimensional Ising lattice, [4] and they 
may be compared with the behavior of the observed 
macroscopic quantities near the transition point. 
Finally we shall discuss what further computer 
calculations would be desirable to check the valid
ity of the approximations made and for comparison 
with experiment. 

2. TRANSITIONS WITH CHANGE OF CRYSTAL 
SYMMETRY 

Consider second-order phase transitions in 
which a change in symmetry is caused by the dis-

placement of one of the atoms of the unit cell from 
a symmetry point to a position of lower symmetry. 
We assume, for simplicity, that the potential energy 
of such an atom can be expressed as a sum of the 
average periodic potential U(r8 ) due to the other 
atoms, and the interaction potential V(r8 - rs') of. 
the given atom with similar atoms in other cells. 
Consider first the case in which U(r8 ) has two 
equal minima at two points placed symmetrically 
with respect to the centre of the cell, at a distance 
± b from it. At high temperatures, T » V, when the 
interaction V is negligible, the atom in each cell 
will then be with equal probability near either of 
these minima, and the crystal will be symmetric 
about the cell center. At low temperatures, T « V, 
the interaction V causes an ordering so that all 
atoms are either near the "right" or near the 
"left" site. This is a state of lower symmetry. 
The change in symmetry, i.e., the appearance of 
a non-zero mean displacement, occurs at some 
Tc ~v. 

For the discussion of the singularities of the 
thermodynamic quantities at the transition point 
we consider the partition function of the system 

+ ~ V(r.-r.,)]. 
ss' 

(1) 

The potential V(r8 - rs') decreases rapidly with 
distance and we take into account only the interac
tions of atoms in adjacent cells. In addition, we 
assume that V « U, and hence near the transition 
point T « U. 

We may then evaluate the integral (1) by means 
of the saddle point method, and expand the exponent 
near the minima of U(r8 ) at the positions 
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3 

l"os = ~ Soca"' + h, 
ll.=l 

where the aa are the basic lattice vectors, and the 
integers sa indicate the location of the center of 
the cell. Let 

(2) 

To the leading order in T/U we may expand U(rs) 
in the exponent of (1) to second order in~ s• and 
neglect the dependence of V(r8 - rs') on~ 8 : 

~ U (rs) + 2.! V (rs- l"s•) = ~ [ U (ros) + ~ 1/2 U 1'-•Ss~'-ss"] 
s ss f.; p., 'J=l 

+ ~ v (ros- l"ns') ' u IJ.V = 82U (ro) I axll8xv. (3) 
ss' 

The two possible positions of the atom r 08 can 
conveniently be expressed with the help of an 
operator ur such that the values ur = ± 1 corre
spond to displacements ± b in the cell at r: 

r 08 = ~s"'a"' +heir= r +heir. 
"' 

(4) 

Then the last term of (3) becomes, apart from an 
additive constant, 

(5) 

After integrating (1) with respect to Ps and~ 8 , 

and combining into a quantity Z0(T) all unimportant 
factors which vary smoothly with temperature, we 
obtain 

Z=Zo(T)~exp(-; ~J"eireir+a"'), (6) 
(csrJ r, a: 

where the summation is over all possible sets of 
values of the ur = ± 1. The sum in (6) is the parti
tion function of a three-dimensional Ising lattice; 
thus the problem of the phase transition in the 
crystal is reduced to that of the well-known model. 
The singularities of the thermodynamic quantities 
must have the same form as in the Ising lattice. 
The mean magnetization of the Ising model is pro
portional to the mean displacement of the atoms 
from the cell centers. In ferroelectrics this dis
placement is evidently proportional to the spon
taneous electric induction, and the magnetic 
susceptibility of the Ising lattice is the electric 
polarizability. 

For the three-dimensional Ising model it has 
been shown by numerical calculations that the mean 
magnetization varies near the transition point T c 
as (Tc/T - 1) !3 with j3 ~ %6, and that the magnetic 
susceptibility varies as (T - T c>-Y, with y ~% [4] ; 

hence the spontaneous polarization and the polariza
bility of a ferroelectric should vary in the same 
way. The specific heat of the Ising lattice tends to 
infinity at T = T c according to an approximately 
logarithmic law (possibly more steeply from the 
high-temperature side) [ 4]; a similar behavior of 
the specific heat may therefore also be expected 
for second-order phase transitions in crystals. 

3. THE INFLUENCE OF ATOMIC VIBRATIONS 

We must find out whether further terms in the 
saddle-point calculation may not alter the nature 
of the singularities of the macroscopic quantities 
at the transition point. In the next order of the ex
pansion one must take into account the dependence 
of V(rs- rs') on~ s in (1) and (3), and this adds to 
(3) the term 

~ (;r- ;r+aa) VV [aa + h(eir-eir+a"')] 
r, a 

= ~ (;r-;r+aa) [Aa + Ba(eir-eir+aa) + Caeireir+aa]; (7) 
r, a 

Aa = 1j4V[2V(aa) + V(aa + 2h) + V(aa- 2h)], 

Ba = 1/2V [V(aa + 2h) - V(aa- 2h) ]', 

Ca = 1/, V [2V(Aa) -V(aa + 2h) - V(aa- 2h) ]. (7') 

For simplicity we shall at first assume that 
l2bl « aa. (In not too complicated lattices this 
condition is probably satisfied. Thus in the ferro
electric KH2P04, whose structure has been deter
mined experimentally, the distance 2b for the 
movable hydrogen atoms is 2b ~ 0.4 A, and the 
distance between hydrogen atoms, which corre
sponds to I aal• is 3. 7 A [sJ). The difference in (7') 
may then be replaced by derivatives, and the~ and 
u dependent terms in the exponent of (1) take the 
form 

1 [ 1 -y ~ 2U~'-,£rl'-£r" 
r, p., v 

(8) 

After integration over ~ r we find in place of (5) an 
expression of the form 

Z = Z0 (T) ~ exp {- ;, [~ J aeireir+aa. 
(a) r, ex. 

+ ~ b"'~ ( eir+aa + eir-aa) ( eirta~ + eir-a13) ]} , 
r, a, /3 

ba{l=-2 ~ bi'-VI'-v(a"')U~v~Vv'l'-'(aJ3)bl'-'• 
p.vp.'v' 

(9) 

where u~~' is the matrix inverse of uvv'· 
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In (9) we have omitted all terms which lead 
merely to a renormalization of the smooth func
tion Z0(T) and of the constants J a, in particular 
the corrections due to higher terms in the expan
sion of U(r) and V(r- r'). The sum in (9) is the 
partition function of a three-dimensional Ising 
lattice in which there is an interaction not only 
between nearest neighbors but also between neigh
bors of neighbors, i.e., those adjacent along a 
diagonal, and next nearest neighbors along the 
main lattice axes. 

In two dimensions, some exactly soluble Ising 
models with interactions beyond the nearest neigh
bors have been investigated. A model of this kind 
is the so-called "triangular" model, in which, in 
addition to the usual interaction each spin inter
acts with its diagonal neighbor in one direction 
(cf. e.g. ref.[7]). Another is the model in which 
the sites for which the difference between row and 
column number is even have interactions along 
both diagonals. [ 8] In both cases the singularities 
of the macroscopic quantities and the form of the 
correlation functions remain the same as in the 
simple Ising lattice. This suggests that the inter
action with other than nearest neighbors should 
not alter the character of the singularities in the 
three-dimensional case either. 

With reference to the quoted paper [ 8] we note 
that, although the interaction with non-nearest 
neighbors does not alter the nature of the singulari
ties, it may cause, in addition to the usual transi
tion, an additional transition from the ordered to 
a disordered state at a lower temperature. In 
practice such double transitions are rare, but they 
do occur, for example, in Rochelle salt[t,sJ. In two 
dimensions [ 8] the existence of such transitions 
requires special relations between the interactions 
so that the ordering effect of one is almost can
celled by the other. It is probable that in three 
dimensions the conditions for the existence of such 
double transitions will also be rather restrictive, 
which would explain their rarity. 

In higher orders in T/U and b/a there appear, 
after integration over ~, interactions between more 
distant spins. In addition there are many-particle 
interactions. For example, if one does not use in 
(7) an expansion in powers of b/a, the exponent in 
(9) contains already to first order in T/U terms of 
the form 

1 
~ T 

which describe threefold interactions. To second 
order in T/U there are fourfold interactions and 
interactions across two neighbours, etc. These 

terms correspond to the motion of the atom under 
consideration near its equilibrium position in the 
potential U(r), but still leaves out the motion of all 
the other atoms in the cell, which produce U(r). 

To see the effect of the motion of the other 
atoms we consider a crystal consisting of two 
types of atom, 1 and 2, with a potential energy 

U = ~ [ U 11 (r1s- rls·) + U 12 (rJs- f 28•) 
ss' ' 

(10) 

If we assume u11 » u12 » u22• the 1 atoms will to 
the leading order be in the positions r~s at which 
the potential 

is a m1mmum. The 2 atoms move in a static poten
tial produced by the 1 atoms at rest. 

In the next approximation we take into account 
small displacements of the 1 atoms from their 
equilibrium positions: r 1s = r~s + ~ s· There now 
appear new terms in the potential energy, which 
have not been taken into account above: 

oU = 2J 1/2 u 11, ~v (rls0 - r1s·0 ) (Gs~'-- £s·~'-) (Gs"- Gs·") 
ss' 

(11) 

The requirement that the points rgs' ± b be equili
brium positions for type 2 atoms gives the relation 

~ ~U 1dr1s0 -1'2s•0 + b:J8•) = ~ VU 12 (p + b:Js•) = 0. (12) 
p 

We insert (11) in the partition function and 
evaluate the integral over ~ s in the momentum 
representation 

~k = ~ ~s exp (ikr8 ). 

s 

Because of (12) the terms linear in u disappear, so 
that the Ur dependence of the exponent in the parti
tion function has the form 

(13) 

Here 

K (r -r') = i~j 2j exp (ik (r- r')) A. 1Lv-1 (k) 
k[.LV 

>< ~ exp (ikp) V,, (U 1dP +b)- U 1dP- b)) 
p 

X~ cxp (- ikp') Vv (U 12 (p +b)- U 1~ (p ~b)), (13') 
p' 

and ;.,-i is the inverse matrix to 

Apv (k) = 2J U ll, p.v (p) (1- COS kp). 
p 
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Thus the vibrations of the atoms about their 
equilibrium position cause an additional interac
tion between the spins because of the exchange of 
optical and acoustic phonons. As a result one ob
tains the partition function of an Ising lattice with 
interactions between other than nearest neighbors 
and with many-body interactions. In Sec. 6 we shall 
present arguments to show that the singularities at 
the transition points of such lattices have the same 
form as in the ordinary Ising lattice. 

We have assumed above that the potential energy 
has only two equal minima in the unit cell. For 
higher symmetry the number of such minima may 
be higher. Thus in a cubic lattice there may be 
four, six, or eight such minima. If, for example, 
there are eight of them, so that they lie at the 
corners of a cube of side 2,Bia 0L the position of 
each minimum can be expressed in terms of three 
operators a1r, a 2r, a 3r, each of value ± 1 (cf. (4)): 

ros = 2] s"'a"' + ~ (a1o1r + a202r + aa03r). (14) 
"' 

To the leading order in T/U the problem amounts 
to the evaluation of the partition function of three 
interacting Ising lattices. The interaction of these 
lattices is proportional to higher powers of ,B, so 
that for small ,B the partition function factorizes 
into the product of three non-interacting Ising 
lattices: 

Z = Zo (T) Sp exp [- ~ ~ (Jl"OnOir+a" + l2"02r02r+a" 
r,"' 

(15) 

For the case of six minima we obtain more cum
bersome expressions. 

4. QUANTUM EFFECTS 

So far we have considered only the classical ex
pression for the partition function ( 1). In order to 
discuss the influence of quantum effects we return 
to the model of Sec. 2, in which the potential energy 
U(r) has in each cell two deep minima. We shall 
assume that the distance 2b between these minima 
is much less than the dimension I a a I of the cell, 
and the penetration probability of the atom from 
one cell to another is negligible. The potential 
well U(r) has an even and an odd state with energies 
Es and Ea; assume all other states to lie so high in 
energy that their contribution to the partition func
tion is negligible. We expand the potential V in 
powers of the displacement from the center of the 
cell 

V (rs- rS+e") = V (a")+ (;r- ;r+a,) vV (a") 

+ 1/2 V IJ.V (a") (~r~'-- ~f+a") (~~-~~+a") (16) 

(ea = aa/laal). In the representation based on the 
eigenfunctions l/Jrs and l/Jra of the operator 

3Co =2J (-1i2Ys2 /2m+ U (rs)) 
s 

the matrix of the quantity V (16) takes the form 

V =A.,.+ B" (o~- a:+a") 

(17) 

Here aX and aZ are the Pauli matrices; the coeffi
cients B a• C a• J a (the constant A a being unimpor
tant) are given by the expressions 

Bu.= vV(au.)Ssa, 
1 

Cu.= -2-~ V ~'-" (au.)"£~116") ss- (~~'s") ua], 

jJ.\1 

lu. = - .~ V!J.v(au.) ~sa~'- ~sa"; 
jJ.\1 

(18) 

the matrix elements of the coordinates are defined 
in the usual way; for example, 

(19) 

In this representation the partition function is 

Z=Spexp(-3CoiV)=Z0 (T)~exp{- ~ [(e.-ea 
(o) 

+ 2~C") ~a:+ ~J"o:a:+a"']}. 
oc r r« 

(20) 

If we now interchange a; and a~ we see that Z is 
proportional to the partition function of an Ising 
lattice in a transverse magnetic field: 

Z = Z0 (T) ~ exp [- ~ ~H ~ Orx + ~ J.,.o:a:+a")]. (21) 
(o) ra. 

For a very large atomic mass m, which is equiva
lent to the limit li- 0, the quantity H defined by 
(18) and (20) becomes exponentially small, and 
(21) reduces to the classical expression (6). Quali
tatively the field H has the same effect as the tem
perature, since it causes an additional mixing 
between states with different components az. 
Hence the transitions should take place at lower 
temperatures for the lighter isotopes. This isotope 
effect is observed, for example, in the ferroelec
trics KH2P04 and KD2P0/6J. For a certain field 
H = H0 ~ J a the transition temperature Tc becomes 
zero, so that for H > H0 no transition takes place. 
Whereas, therefore, the quantum effects influence 
the position of Tc, they evidently do not change the 
form of the singularities ( cf. Sec. 6 below). 
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5. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN BINARY ALLOYS 

Besides cases in which the change in crystal 
symmetry is due to displacements, there exist also 
transitions in which the change in symmetry is due 
to ordering in the crystal. Thus, in the alloy CuZn 
the Cu and Zn atoms are randomly distributed 
over the lattice sites above the transition point, 
and below the transition point they tend to alter
nate. [1] Let the interaction potential of atoms of 
type 1 and 2 be 

u!2(r) = U(r), Uu(r) = U(r) +VI(~). 

U22(r) = U(r) + V2(r). (22) 

Then the interaction energy takes the form 

W = ~W (r.-r.·) + 1/4 VI(r.-r.·) (1 + a8) (1 +a.·) 
ss' 

(23) 

where u8 = ± 1, according to whether the site r 8 is 
occupied by an atom of type 1 or 2. 

We shall assume for simplicity that the inter
action energies of like and unlike atoms are nearly 
equal, so that V1, V2 « U (if one assumes U to be 
of the order of the melting temperature, and esti
mates V from the transition temperature, the ratio 
V/U is of the order 0.1-0.2 for most ordered 
alloys). Then to the leading order of approxima
tion the atoms form a configuration which mini
mizes the energy I; U(rs- rs'), i.e., they form a 
lattice. ss' 

In the evaluation of the partition function we 
may again use the saddle point method, and expand 
the exponent near the minimum of W, which corre
sponds to a configuration in which all atoms occupy 
lattice sites ros· To the leading order we find 

Z = Zo(T)tM 

XSpexp{- ~ [! ~(Vt(r0s-ros•)+V2(ros-ros•))asa~· 
ss' 

+ ~ ~a.~ (Vdros- ros•)- v2 (ros- ros•)- ll>]} '(24) 
s s' 

where J-t = J-t1 - J-t 2 is the difference in the chemical 
potentials of the atoms. 

The expression (24) was derived previously (cf. 
for example, [7]) and represents the partition func
tion of an Ising lattice in a longitudinal magnetic 
field. This system shows a phase transition of 
"antiferromagnetic" type if below the transition 
point the average spins at adjacent sites are oppo
site. The average of the total magnetic moment of 
the lattice 

M = (~ 0 8 / 

s 

is proportional to the difference between the num
bers of atoms N1 - N2• The case of equal numbers, 
N1 = N2, corresponds to zero magnetic field. For 
N1 .., N2 the correlation function (u80 + 8 u8 ) remains 
finite as s - 00 at any temperature, but above the 
transition point it tends to a unique limit at large 
s, whereas below there are two limits for like and 
unlike sites. 

The singularities of the thermodynamic functions 
will evidently be the same f.or a lattice with differ
ent numbers of atoms of each kind, as for equal 
numbers. This corresponds to the fact that a longi
tudinal magnetic field, which causes the disappear
ance of sharp transitions in the ''ferromagnetic'' 
case, does not change the nature of an antiferro
magnetic transition, but only lowers the transition 
temperature. This statement agrees, in particular, 
with the results of numerical calculations [ 4]. If 
one assumes the free energy to be of the form 

F = F0 (T,H2 ) +A±[T- Tc(H2))2lnjT- Tc(H2) I 

(A+ and A_ for the regions above and below T c), 
then one obtains results for the specific heat 
C = -TB2F/BT2 and for the susceptibility 
Xo = -B2F/BH2J H= 0 which are compatible with tlie 

computed resultsC 4J for A_/ A+~ 3. 
Besides the specific heat, there may also be a 

singularity in the electric resistivity p, the singu
lar part of which, according to [a, to] decreases in 
proportion with the square of the number of ordered 
atoms, so that below the transition point p ~ Po 
-a (Tc- T)5/B. 

Consider next what changes are caused in the 
partition function by the vibrations of the atoms 
about their equilibrium positions. If we expand 
the expression (23) in powers of the displacements 
~ s = rs - r 08 , we obtain 

rv w 1 ~ u " !J. v ., · - o = 2 .L.J 1,v (ro,-r08•) (~s' - ~ •• ) (~8 - ~.· ) 

SS'JJ..Y 

+ ~ (~.- ~.·) v (Vl (ros- fos·) a/:; •. + 
ss' 

(25) 

where a: = %<1 ± u8 ). Insert (25) in the partition 
function. The resulting Gaussian integral can be 
evaluated like that in (11) by going over to momen
tum space. As a result we obtain a contribution to 
the exponent of (24) which is analogous to (13): 
1 

T ~ exp [ik (r- r')]A.J-Lv-1 (k) ~ V 1'- [Vl(p) Or+o;+P 
rr p 

+ v2 (p) ar-o;+Pl ~ Vv [V I(p') ar·+a;.+p' 
p' 

(26) 
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where A.-1 has the same meaning as in (13), but 
with Uu replaced by U. The expression (26) con
tains, in addition to terms of the type (24), also 
three-body and four-body interactions. 

6. CLASSICAL-FIELD STATISTICS 

One may also approach the calculation of the 
partition function near the phase transition from a 
somewhat different angle. The Hamiltonian of the 
lattice has, according to (11), the form 

J£ = ~ [P8
2 I 2m+ U (rs) + V (rs- 1"8•)]. (27) 

s 

If U and V are expanded in powers of the displace
ments from the mean positions, up to terms of 
the second order, the Hamiltonian (27) represents 
the Hamiltonian of non-interacting phonons, 

(28) 
k 

where ak and ak are phonon creation and annihila
tion operators. In the general case (27) is the 
Hamiltonian of interacting phonons. One may then 
use in the evaluation of the partition function with 
the Hamiltonian (27) the usual method of dia-

[11] d' h . grams , expan mgt e free energy m powers of 
the coupling. However, even if the anharmonicity, 
which is measured in order of magnitude by a 
parameter g, is small, it turns out that near the 
transition point Tc, the expansion parameter is 
g(T - T cr112 , and at T = T c every diagram diver
ges at small momentum k. 

The ordered state, in which the mean displace
ment of the atoms is non-zero, can be regarded as 
a Bose condensation of optical phonons. As T ap
proaches Tc the mean occupation numbers nk for 
small k increase, so that near T = T c the nk for 
small k are large, and the commutator [ak, ak] = 1 
is negligible compared with ( ak,ak) = nk (this argu
ment is due to L. D. Landau). The singularities in 
the thermodynamic functions are connected with 
just these small k, i.e., with the long-range corre
lations near the transition point. For this reason 
we may, in the investigation of the singularities, 
treat the phonon field as classical, i.e., treat p and 
r as classical variables in the evaluation of the 
partition function (25), as was done above. Accord
ing to Sec. 2, the partition function for strong 
coupling then turns out to be proportional to the 
partition function for an Ising lattice. 1l 

The method presented above may be applied not 
only to phase transitions in crystals but also to the 

l)The possibility of reducing the partition function of a 
phonon gas to the Ising model was pointed out previously by 
L. P. Gor'kov and L. P. Pitaevskil. 

transition of a Bose gas. The partition function of 
an imperfect Bose gas is 

( ~tN- ::;e) 
Z = Spexp T 

= Sp exp{- -~ ~ dV [ 2: V1JJ+v1JJ- ~-t1JJ+1JJ 

+ f (1jJ+1jJ)2]}. (29) 

In (29) the interactions were taken to be 6-func
tions, since in the region of small k, which domin
ates the transition, the details of the interaction 
are unimportant, and the potential may be replaced 
by the parameter g[12J. By the same reasoning as 
the one used in connection with the phase transition 
based on (27), we may again replace the quantized 
1./! field by a classical one. We introduce the canon
ical variables 

and replace the trace in (29) by an integration over 
qr, Pr: 

Z = ~~dqrdprexp {- 2~, ~dV [;~ ((vpr)2 + (vqr)z) 

(30) 

We evaluate the functional integral (30) by inte
grating over the values of the field at points r which 
form the corners of a simple cubic lattice with side 
a. The gradient is then replaced by a finite differ
ence (e.g. \laqr = (qr+n - qr)a-1). In the limit 

Cl! 
a = 0 the free energy F = - T ln Z tends to infinity, 
reproducing the usual classical divergence of the 
Rayleigh-Jeans type at large k. In reality this 
divergence is cut off by quantum effects, so that 
we may understand a to be a quantity of the order 
ti (2m Tr112 . We are interested in the effects of 
small k, i.e., smooth long-wave correlations, and 
for these the assumption of a point structure is 
unimportant; the quantity a will appear as a param
eter in the answer. For example, for a perfect 
gas, g = 0, we find for the number of particles with 
momentum k 

[ ~ ]~ 
nk = T 2ma2 ~ (1- coskaa)- 1-1 , 

a 

(31) 

in place of the Planck distribution 

[exp (n2k2 I 2mT- 1-11 T) - 1]-1. 

For small k and J.t the two expressions are identi
cal. 
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We define a two-dimensional vector Pr with the 
components (2-1/2qr a312, 2-ihPr a 312), and rewrite 
(30) in the form 

\ { 1 [ fi2 z = J exp - T ~ ~ 2ma2 (pr- Pr+a,)2- ftP/ 
r "' 

+ ga-32-Ip/ ]} g dp.a-aN2N. (32) 

The exponent of (32) can be interpreted as the 
potential energy of N particles moving in the ex
ternal potential 

with an attraction between nearest neighbors. The 
energy minimum corresponds to a distribution of 
the particles near p = p0, which gives the minimum 
of U. The temperature tends to spread the parti
cles over all directions of the two-dimensional 
vector p, whereas the attraction tends to keep 
them close to each other, i.e., near some common 
mean angle cp. The phase transition consists of the 
fact that for T < T c the system possesses a mean 
value (p) "'0, so that it loses its isotropy in p 
space. Thus the phase transition is connected 
essentially with the first term in the exponent of 
(32), i.e., with the kinetic energy of the helium 
atoms. If this is neglected, Z splits into a product 
of independent integrals and has no singularities 
as a function of T and JJ.. In that case the transi
tion temperature is. zero. (This conclusion was 
reached in 1958, in joint work with V. M. Galitskil). 

As above, consider the case [Umin(p)[ » T. We 
may then again use the saddle-point method to 
evaluate (32). To zero order, assuming p2 = p~ 

J.J,a3g-1, we find 

Z = Zo (T) ~ exp ( ~ ~ DrDr+aJ IT dnr, (33) 
r, a r 

where J = ti2 J.J,a(mgf1 and n is a two-dimensional 
unit vector. In this way the singular part of the 
partition function reduces to an expression of the 
same type as the Ising model, except that the mag
netic moment at every site may have any direction 
in a plane, rather than only two directions, as in 
the Ising model. Higher terms in the saddle-point 
method produce, as above, interactions between 
several moments. The partition function for a 
ferromagnet has the same form as (33), but the 
moments can there take any direction in three 
dimensions. 

As in the case of the Ising model, the problem 
of evaluating the partition function (33) for the Bose 
gas can be stated as a combinatorial problem: 

~. gnll n2': .. nv a1n!a2n2 ••. avn", 

nt ... nv=O 

(34) 

where x = J/T, am= Im(x)I01(x); Im is the Bessel 
function of imaginary argument, and gn1, n2, ••• nv 
is the number of ways in which one can draw con
nected oriented polygons with nm links which are 
passed m times in the same direction. In one 
dimension 

Z I Zo = IoN (J IT) (35) 

and, as in the one-dimensional Ising model, for 
which Z = 2N coshN(J/T), Z has no singularity, 
indicating that there is no transition. It is not clear 
to us whether the singularities of the thermody
namic functions for (33) will, in the two and three
dimensional cases, have the same form as in the 
Ising model. 

Similarly to the Ising model[ 13 J, the evaluation 
of the partition function (32) for the classical field 
can be reduced to the determination of the lowest 
eigenvalue of a certain operator. For this purpose 
we note that (32) may be written in the form 

z = ~ K(N,) {PN,I' PN,I} IT dpN,I" (36) 
I 

Here N1 is the number of layers in the z direction, 
the first subscript on p labels the layer, and the 
second is a two-dimensional vector, 1 = Z1a1 + Z2a2, 

which labels the position of a point in the layer. 
The symbol f{p1} denotes a function of all N2 var
iables Pt. and K(N1){p1, Pi} is the N1-th power 
(N1-fold iterated kernel) of the integral operator: 

K ' [ U {pi } ·~ fi2 ( ')2] 
{pi, P1 } = exp - --T- + .LJ 2ma 2T p,- p1 ' 

I 3 

a 3 is the spacing between the layers, a1 = a 2 the 
spacing of points in a layer. In (36) we have made 
use of a cyclic boundary condition PN1 + 11 = P1 and 
omitted a constant factor from Z. 

Denote by "-n the eigenvalues of the integral 
equation 

An/ {p1} = ~IT dp1'K {p1, p1'} j {p/}. (38) 
I 

Then we have from (36) and (38) 

Z = ~ AnN1 '-'AoN', 
n 

Q =- T lnZ =- TN1 lnAo, (39) 

where A. 0 is the largest eigenvalue of (38) and N1 
has been assumed macroscopically large. 

From what was said earlier one may assume 
that the nature of the singularities of the thermo
dynamic functions does not depend on the way in 
which the lattice structure has been introduced, 
i.e., on the ratio between a3 and a1. If we then 
choose a 3 much less than a1 we can convert the 
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integral equation (38) into a differential equation 
by the Fokker-Planck method (a similar approach 
was used by Feynman [14] in reducing a functional 
integral to the Schrodinger equation, cf. also [ 15]). 

We may regard the function f{pl} = exp (X{Pl}) in 
(38) as slowly varying compared with the second 
factor in K (37), and we therefore expand f{pf} on 
the right-hand side of (38) in powers of; 1 = Pi - Pl 

1 ~ "'~ {3 EJZx J + 2 o:,-;=1 ~I 7 ~I' dptopl,fl . 
(40) 

For large values of the difference 1 - 1' the 
derivative B2x/opfapf3 tends to zero, corresponding 
to the decrease of correlations at large distances, 
so that the last term in (40) is of the same order 
of magnitude as the preceding one. We carry out 
the integration over ; 1 and take logarithms of both 
sides; this gives, apart from terms of the order a§: 

+ ma3:T ~[(ax )2 + 82~ ] 
2!i 1 op1 op1 

(41) 

(N 2 is the number of lattice points in a layer). If 
we multiply ( 41) by f = eX, we are left with the 
Schrodinger equation for a system of N2 particles 
with the potential energy U/T and the mass 
n 4 (ma~Tr1 : 

(42) 

Thus the task of evaluating the partition func
tion reduces to the determination of the ground 
state energy of a system with one dimension less. 
For instance, in the case of a one-dimensional gas, 
N2 = 1, and (42) becomes the Schrodinger equation 
of a single two-dimensional anharmonic oscilla
tor [ 15]. The eigenvalue is then an analytic function 
of T and there is no phase transition. (The differ
ence between this result and the one obtained in 
ref[15J is due to the fact that in our case the 
"potential energy" U(p) tends to infinity at large 
p, and this makes the Bose gas stable, as it repre
sents a repulsion for high density, whereas the 
"potentials" in the models considered in [!5] tend 
to zero at large argument.) 

As before, we may consider in (40) the case of 
a very deep potential well. The particles will then 
be mostly near the minimum of the "external 
potential'' 

i.e. they will have a practically constant value of 
the radius p = Po= (p.a3atg-1)112• Replacing to zero 
order p by p 0, we are left with the problem of 
finding the ground state of a two-dimensional lat
tice of plane rotors with the Hamiltonian 

[ 82 
2 J H = ~ - 7)2- J ~COS (cp1 - <jll+a ) , 

I <jll OC=l a; 

(43) 

Finally, if we let the parameter a 1 in the poten
tial in (42) tend to zero, the problem of finding S1 

becomes equivalent with the determination of the 
vacuum energy of a two-dimensional relativistic 
Bose gas with the Lagrangian 

L = I d2r [___l._ft2_ 8'1Jl+ 8'1Jl - ~ o'ljl+ o'IJl + J: 'IJl+¢ 
j mTai at at 2mT or or T 

_ _i__('ljl+'ljl)2]. (44) 
Tas 

Patashinskil and Pokrovski1 [!2] consider the 
phase transition of the Bose gas by means of the 
method of graphs. The starting point of their paper 
is the fact that the correlation function G(k, T) in 
the momentum representation has no singularity 
as a function of T = T /T c - 1. The method and the 
results of[12J are applicable also to the phonon gas, 
and in two dimensions give for G in the region 
k » T a behavior of the type G(k, r) = ak + br 
(a, b are constants). We have shown above that for 
certain relations between the constants the phonon 
gas is equivalent to the Ising model. In the two
dimensional Ising model the correlation function 
takes, for 1 » k » T the form [BJ 

G-!(lc, 't) = lc'l• (a+ b : ln I~ I ) . (45) 

The results of Patashinski1 and Pokrovskil there
fore seem to us unconvincing. 

Nevertheless the method of graphs is useful for 
studying phase transitions since it allows one to 
assert that the complications of the Ising model 
found in Sees. 3-5 do not seem to change the na
ture of the singularity. In the first place, as we 
pointed out above, one can see from the method of 
graphs that the quantum effects influence only the 
values of the parameters, such as the transition 
temperature, but not the form of the singularity. 
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Taken together with the results of Sec. 4 this 
means that a transverse field will only lower T c 
in the Ising model, but not change the form of the 
singularity. In addition, one can see from the 
method of graphs that the interaction between 
other than nearest neighbors also should not change 
the results. Assume, for example, that the inter
action between the atoms in Eq. (1) is of the form 

~ I (s)(r8,- rS+s,)2, 
s. s1 

where f(s) is any function which decreases suffi
ciently rapidly with increasing s. In momentum 
space this term then takes the form 

~ rKr-t· 4~ I (p) siu2 k; • 
k p 

Evidently, according to the method of graphs, the 
important point is that this "zero-order energy" 
which appears in the zero-order Green's function 
is for small k proportional to k, so that the interac
tion of other than nearest neighbors corresponds 
simply to a "mass renormaHzation" in the method 
of graphs. 

The effect of many-body interactions in the 
Ising model can be evaluated similarly. Assume, 
for example, that the interaction between phonons 
in (1) contains terms of the form 

~ Xs,Xs2Xs/hsJ s,StSas,, 
S1S2Sa8c 

(46) 

where the x axis is in the direction of the vector b 
introduced in Sec. 2. As we pointed out in the dis
cussion of (29) the application of the method of 
graphs shows that non-local interactions give in 
the important region of small k the same result as 
local interactions with an averaged value of the 
constant. If we use the saddle-point method of 
Sec. 2, on the other hand, expression (46) leads 
already in zero order to an Ising model with four
body interactions. One may expect, therefore, that 
the presence of such many-body interactions does 
not affect the nature of the singularity at the tran
sition point. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Although the considerations presented above 
seem to us convincing, they do not constitute a 
rigorous proof. It would therefore be interesting 
to verify by numerical calculation, if only in the 
simpler two-dimensional case, that the form of the 
singularities in the macroscopic quantities in the 
Ising model are not changed by the inclusion of a 
transverse magnetic field, by interactions between 
other than nearest neighbors, or by many-body 

interactions, for example of the form 

J ~ CJilt CJiltH CJi+tlt CJi+tltH· 
ilt 

It would also be interesting to carry out numerical 
calculations for a model of the phase transitions 
of a Bose gas, i.e., to find the form of the singu
larity at the transition point .for the lattice of plane 
dipoles, (33), or (if that is simpler) the singularity 
in the ground-state energy of the two-dimensional 
system (43). It would also be desirable to find the 
temperature dependence of x = BM/BH below T c in 
the Ising model, so as to compare it with the be
havior of the dielectric susceptibility of ferroelec
trics below the transition point. 

For the study of correlation effects, such as the 
scattering of electromagnetic or sound waves in 
crystals near the transition point it would also be 
interesting to have calculations of the correlation 
function G( p) = ( arar + p) at large p for the Ising 
model. (The hypothesis that G(p, T) behaves for 
ITI « 1, 1 « p as pf3f(pT) [ts] cannot simultaneou~>ly 
be reconciled with the results for the susceptibility 
Xo(T) ~ ~G(p, T) ~T-5 /4 for positive T, and for the 

p 
spontaneous magnetization, G112(00 , T) ~I Tl 51t 6, for 
negative T, unlike the situation in the two-dimen
sional case.) 

In conclusion we list those results of our pres
ent discussion which can be compared with experi
ment. The specific heat of crystals should behave 
near the transition point as in the Ising model. 
Numerical calculations [ 4] give for this quantity a 
variation of the form C = A± ln IT - T cl , where A+ 
and A_ are constants, applicable for T > Tc and 
T < Tc, respectively, with A+< A_. If one assumes 
the mean displacement of the ions in a ferroelec
tric crystal to be proportional to the dipole 
moment, the polarizability of ferroelectrics should 
vary above T c as (T- T c)-514 and the spontaneous 
polarization below Tc as (Tc- T)51ts. The resis
tivity p of binary alloys below the transition point 
should follow the law p = Po- a(Tc- T)5/8• The 
behavior of other quantities near the transition 
point can be discussed by arguments similar to 
those presented. 

The available experimental data[s,to] are in 
qualitative agreement with these results. Thus in 
all cases known to us the specific heat shows a A. 
point, in which the curve is steeper on the dis
ordered side. The polarizability and the spon
taneous polarization of ferroelectrics rise sharply 
towards the Curie point, although an exact deter
mination of the power law would apparently require 
an increase in the experimental accuracy; the same 
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applies to the measurements of the resistance of 
binary alloys near Tc· It has also been suggested 
that in some materials the size of the region in 
which the various quantities show an anomalous 
behavior might be numerically smaller[ 2J, and 
therefore the comparison with experiment needs a 
detailed discussion in each case. 

The authors are greatly indebted to V. M. Galit
skil, who participated in the initial stages of this 
work. They are also indebted to L. P. Pitaevski'i, 
V. L. Pokrovskil and A. A. Vedenov for discussions 
of the results. 
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